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Abstract—Just-in-time software defect prediction (JIT-SDP) is
an active research topic in the field of software engineering,
aiming at identifying defect-inducing code changes. Most existing
JIT-SDP work focuses on improving the prediction performance
of the model by improving the model. However, a frequently
ignored problem is that collecting large and high quality defect
data sets is costly. Specifically, when labelling the samples, experts
in the field are required to carefully analyze the defect report
information and log of code modification, which requires a lot
of effort. Therefore, how to build a high-performance JIT-SDP
model with a small number of training samples is an issue worth
studying, which can reduce the size of the defect data sets and
reduce the cost of data sets acquisition. This work thus provides
a first investigation of the problem by introducing a progressive
sampling method. Progressive sampling is a sampling strategy
that determines the minimum number of training samples while
guaranteeing the performance of the model. However, progressive
sampling requires that the learning curve of the prediction model
be well behaved. Thus, we validate the availability of progressive
sampling in the JIT-SDP issue based on six open-source projects
with 227417 changes. Experimental results demonstrate that
the learning curve of the prediction model is well behaved.
Therefore, the progressive sampling is feasible to tackle the JIT-
SDP problem. Further, we investigate the optimal training sample
size derived by progressive sampling for six projects. Empirical
results demonstrate that a high-performance prediction model
can be built using only a small number of training samples. Thus,
we recommend adopting progressive sampling to determine the
size of training samples for the JIT-SDP problem.

Index Terms—Just-in-time, software defect prediction, progres-
sive sampling, mining software repositories

I. INTRODUCTION

Defects in the software system can cause huge losses to
companies [1]. Although software quality activities (such as
source code checking and unit testing) can reduce the number
of defects in software, they require a lot of testing resources.
Therefore, how to release a high-quality software project
with limited testing resources is a huge challenge in the
field of software engineering [2]. Software defect prediction
is an effective method. Developers use machine learning or
statistical learning methods to identify the defect-proneness of
program modules in advance, thereby investing more limited
testing resources into defect-prone modules [2].
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Just-in-time software defect prediction(JIT-SDP) is a more
fine-grained defect prediction method, which is made at
change-level rather than module-level(e.g., function, file, and
class) [1]. In the software development process, once the de-
veloper submits a modification to the software code, the defect
prediction model will predict the defect-proneness of the code.
If the change is predicted to be buggy, the corresponding
developer will be assigned to check the change. Therefore,
JIT-SDP has the advantages of fine granularity, instantaneity,
and traceability [3], and has been adopted by many companies
such as Lucent [4], BlackBerry [5], Cisco [6], etc.

Recently, JIT-SDP has received extensive attention and
research. The main research work focuses on model building
[7] [8], feature selection [1] [9], data annotation [10], etc.
However, few studies have focused on the cost of acquiring
defect data sets. Specifically, in order to obtain high-quality
defect data sets, experts in specific fields are required to ana-
lyze version control systems (SVN, CVS, Git, etc.) and defect
tracking systems (Bugzlla or Jira) during the data annotation
phase [3]. Therefore, constructing an accurate defect data
set is costly [11]. In the field of software engineering data
mining [12] [13], researchers found the following relationship
between the size of the data sets and the performance of the
prediction model: When the data set size is small, the accuracy
of the prediction model increases significantly as the size of
the data increases. When the data sets size exceeds a certain
number, adding more data does not lead to higher prediction
performance. Therefore, how to build a high performance
prediction model with fewer training samples for JIT-SDP is
a problem worth studying, which brings two advantages:

• Firstly, reducing the size of training samples can reduce
the cost of data sets labeling.

• Secondly, when using complex learning algorithms such
as deep learning algorithms [8], reducing the size of the
training data can significantly reduce the time required
for model training.

In order to reduce the use of training samples, this paper
first introduces progressive sampling into the study of JIT-SDP
problems. We conduct experiment on the change-level defect
data sets from six open source projects with 227417 changes.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
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• We introduce progressive sampling to the JIT-SDP study
to determine the optimal training sample size and reduce
the cost of defect data acquisition. However, progres-
sive sampling requires that the learning curve of the
prediction model be well behaved in coarse granularity.
Therefore we conduct a large-scale empirical study based
on the defect data sets from six open-source projects.
The experimental results show that the learning curve
of the prediction model is well behaved. So progressive
sampling is efficient for JIT-SDP.

• We further investigate the optimal training sample size
derived by progressive sampling based on six open-
source projects. The experiment uses the random forest
to establish a prediction model and uses AUC to evaluate
the performance of the model. Empirical results show
that using progressive sampling can significantly reduce
the number of training samples used while guaranteeing
the performance of the prediction model. Therefore, we
recommend that in the practical application of JIT-SDP,
using progressive sampling can effectively reduce the
amount of training samples and reduce the cost of model
building.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The related
work is described in Section II. Section III introduces the
progressive sampling and it’s application in the scenario of
JIT-SDP. Experimental setup is described in the Section IV.
Section V introduces the experimental results and discussion.
Section VI introduces the threats to validity. Conclusions and
future work is described in the Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Just-in-Time Software Defect Prediction

JIT-SDP is a special method for predicting software defects.
Unlike traditional defect prediction, JIT-SDP is performed at
change-level, which has finer granularity. Mockus and Weiss
[4] first proposed the idea of JIT-SDP, and they designed a
number of change metrics to predict whether changes are
defect-inducing or clean. Recently, Kamei et al. [1] performed
a large-scale empirical study in JIT-SDP. They collected eleven
data sets from six open-source projects and five commercial
projects. Their experimental results show that their prediction
model can achieve 68% accuracy and 64% recall. Moreover,
they find that 35% defect-inducing changes can be identified
using only 20% of the effort.

Subsequently, researchers proposed various methods to im-
prove the performance of the prediction model for JIT-SDP.
Chen et al. [14] designed two objects through the benefit-cost
analysis, and formalized the JIT-SDP problem into a multi-
objective optimization problem. They proposed a method
called MULTI based on NSGA-II [15]. The experimental
results show that MULTI can significantly improve the effort-
aware prediction performance for JIT-SDP. Furthermore, Yang
et al. [16] found that the MULTI method is more biased
towards the benefit object in the optimal solution selection.
Therefore, they proposed a benefit-priority optimal solution

selection strategy to improve the performance of the MULTI
method. Cabral et al. [17] first found that JIT-SDP suffers from
class imbalance evolution. Their proposed approach can obtain
top-ranked g-means compared with state-of-the-art methods.

B. Progressive Sampling

Weiss and Tian pointed out that in the field of data mining,
data acquisition is one of the main costs of the process of
building a classification model [18]. Therefore, reducing the
use of training data while guaranteeing the performance of
the prediction model can reduce the cost of model building.
In solving the actual classification task, using fewer training
samples can still get a high prediction model. Thus, Provost
et al. [19] proposed progressive sampling method. Progressive
sampling continuously increases the number of training sam-
ples by the iterative method. Currently progressive sampling
has been widely used in the field of software engineering data
mining. For example, in the study of performance prediction
for configurable software, obtaining data sets is costly. Thus,
Sarkar et al. [12] used progressive sampling to determine the
optimal number of training samples.

In the JIT-SDP study, obtaining high-quality defect data
sets is costly, and it requires specialists in specific fields
to thoroughly analyze defect report information and code
modification logs [11]. The most existing JIT-SDP study only
focuses on improving the performance of the prediction model,
but ignores the cost of defect data sets acquisition. Therefore,
this paper first introduces progressive sampling into the JIT-
SDP scenario.

III. PROGRESSIVE SAMPLING

A. Basic Concept of Progressive Sampling

Progressive sampling is a popular sampling strategy that
has been used for various learning models [13]. Progressive
sampling is an iterative process whose basic idea is to generate
an array of integers n0, n1, n2, ..., nk. Each integer ni indicates
that the training samples with size of ni are used to build
the prediction model at the ith iteration. According to the
calculation of the number of training samples in each iteration,
progressive sampling can be classified as arithmetic progres-
sive sampling and geometric progressive sampling [20]. The
size of training samples for two progressive sampling is
calculated as shown in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), respectively, where
n0 represents the initial training sample size and a determines
the growth rate of the training samples. It can be seen that
the main difference between the two kinds of progressive
sampling is that the geometric progressive sampling has a
larger growth rate than the arithmetic progressive sampling,
and is suitable for the prediction model with high algorithm
complexity. Since the machine learning algorithm used in this
paper is the random forest [21], the training time of the model
is short, so it is suitable to use arithmetic progressive sampling.

ni = n0 + i ∗ a (1)

ni = n0 ∗ ai (2)
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Learning curve. The learning curve [19] describes the
prediction performance of the prediction model at different
training sample sizes and can clearly characterize the learning
process of progressive sampling. Typical learning curve is
shown as Fig.1, where the x-axis represents the training sample
size and the y-axis represents the prediction performance of
the model. A well behaved learning curve is monotonically
non-decreasing and contains three regions: In the first region,
the model performance increases rapidly as the training sample
size increases; in the second region, the model performance
increases slowly as the training sample size increases; in the
third region, adding more training samples will not signifi-
cantly improve the performance of the model.

Training sample size

Pe
rfo

rm
an

ce

Fig. 1. Learning Curve

B. The Process of Progressive Sampling in the JIT-SDP
Progressive sampling is widely used in various software

engineering related studies, such as performance prediction of
configurable software [12], etc. In this paper, we first introduce
progressive sampling into the JIT-SDP scenario. The detailed
process is shown in Fig. 2, which involves four steps as
following:

Start

Developers Software history 
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Data sets

Prediction 
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Acceptable?

Increase training 
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End
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N

Fig. 2. The process of progressive sampling in the JIT-SDP

1) Developers mine metrics related to software changes from
the software history repositories.

2) Domain experts label samples as defect-inducing or clean
by analyzing defect reporting information and code mod-
ification logs in version control systems, and build defect

data sets. Because of the high cost of this process, only
a few number of changes are labeled.

3) Based on the existing data sets, a machine learning
algorithm is used to build a defect prediction model.

4) After the prediction model is evaluated, it is required
to determine whether the performance of the model is
acceptable. If the performance is not acceptable, the more
training samples will be collected according to the rules
of progressive sampling.

We use following Algorithm 1 to describe more formally
the application process of progressive sampling in JIT-SDP.

Algorithm 1: The progressive sampling for JIT-SDP
Input: initial sample size: n0; growth factor: a;

termination threshold: threshold AUC
Output: prediction model: model;

1 begin
2 # Build data sets with n0 samples
3 D = mining software repository(n0)
4 while true do
5 # Split data sets into training and test sets
6 train set, test set = train test split(D)
7 # Build prediction model based on machine

learning methods
8 model = Random Forest(train set)
9 # Model evaluation

10 AUC = Evaluation(model, test set)
11 # Whether the model is acceptable
12 if AUC > threshold AUC then
13 return model
14 end
15 else
16 new D =

mining software repository(a)
17 D = D ∪ new D
18 end
19 end
20 end

We denote an instance of a code change as X =
{x1, x2, ..., xm}, where x1, x2, ..., xm represent the m metrics
of the change X . An example of the change X is denoted
as (x, Y ), where x represents the values of metrics and Y
represents whether the change is buggy or clean. If the change
X is identified as buggy, then Y will be marked as 1, otherwise
it is marked as 0. The defect data sets D for a specific project
are composed of a set of examples X , where X ⊆ D.

In the beginning, developers need to mine n0 samples from
the software history repositories and build data sets D (Line
3). The data sets are then split into training and test sets (Line
6). The the defect prediction model is built and evaluated
based on a machine learning algorithm (Line 8-10). Our
experiment uses the random forest to build a prediction model
and evaluate the model using AUC. If the performance of the
model exceeds the threshold threshold AUC, the progressive
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sampling terminates the iteration (Line 12-13). Otherwise, it
is necessary to further collect a samples from the software
history repositories to increase the size of the data sets (Line
16-17).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

This paper introduces progressive sampling into the JIT-SDP
problem and designs the following two research questions:

• RQ1: Whether the progressive sampling is feasible in the
JIT-SDP scenario?

• RQ2: What is the optimal training sample size to estab-
lish a high performance prediction model by adopting
progressive sampling?

The experimental hardware environment is Intel(R)
Core(TM)I7-7700 CPU RAM: 8G. The programming environ-
ment used in the experiment is python3.2.

A. Data Sets

The data sets used in the experiment were provided by
Kamei et al. [1] and are widely used in the field of JIT-
SDP [7] [8] [9]. The data sets are collected from six
open source projects, namely Bugzilla(BUG), Columba(COL),
Eclipse JDT(JDT), Eclipse Platform(PLA), Mozilla(MOZ), and
PostgreSQL(POS), with a total of 227417 changes. The num-
ber of defective changes, defect rate, and data collection period
for each subject system are shown in Table I.

TABLE I
THE BASIC INFORMATION OF DATA SETS

Project Period #defective
changes #changes %defect

rate

BUG 1998/08/26∼2006/12/16 1696 4620 36.71%
COL 2002/11/25∼2006/07/27 1361 4455 30.55%
JDT 2001/05/02∼2007/12/31 5089 35386 14.38%
MOZ 2000/01/01∼2006/12/17 5149 98275 5.24%
PLA 2001/05/02∼2007/12/31 9452 64250 14.71%
POS 1996/07/09∼2010/05/15 5119 20431 25.06%

In order to accurately predict defects for software changes,
Kamei et al. [1] designed 14 metrics. These metrics can be
divided into five dimensions: diffusion, size, purpose, history,
and experience. The specific description information is shown
in Table II.

B. Prediction Model

Similar to previous research [22], the experiment uses the
random forest algorithm to build prediction models [21],
because previous studies have shown that random forest is
highly robust, accurate and stable on JIT-SDP issues [23], and
exceed other modeling techniques [24].

Random forest is an ensemble learning algorithm based on
decision tree. Different from the conventional decision tree,
the base learner randomly selects a subset of the attributes in
each node’s attribute set, and then selects an optimal attribute
from the subset. Random forest algorithm is simple, easy to
implement, and has low computational overhead, and is widely
used in various learning tasks.

TABLE II
THE DESCRIPTION OF METRICS

Dimension Metric Description

Diffusion

NS Number of modified subsystems
ND Number of modified directories
NF Number of modified files
Entropy Distribution of modified code across each file

Size
LA Lines of code added
LD Lines of code deleted
LT Lines of code in a file before the change

Purpose FIX Whether or not the change is a defect fix

History
NDEV Number of developers that changed the files

AGE Average time interval between the last
and the current change

NUC Number of unique last changes to the files

Experience
EXP Developer experience
REXP Recent developer experience
SEXP Developer experience on a subsystem

C. Performance Indicators

The test samples can be divided into true positive(TP),
false negative(FN), false positive(FP), and true negative(TN)
according to the labels of the samples and the prediction
results. The confusion matrix of the classification results is
shown in the Table III. JIT-SDP is a binary classification
problem. Common evaluation indicators include precision,
recall, accuracy, etc. However, since the defect data sets are
usually class-imbalanced, these threshold-based evaluation in-
dicators are sensitive to threshold settings. Therefore, threshold
independent evaluation indicators should be used [25].

The experiment uses AUC to evaluate the prediction per-
formance of the model [1] [22]. AUC (Area Under Curve)
is the area under the ROC curve. The ROC (Receiver Op-
erating Characteristic) curve is drawn as follows: First, the
test examples are sorted in descending order according to
the probability that the prediction is positive; then the test
examples are regarded as positive classes one by one, and
the true positive rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR) are
calculated each time; using TPR as the ordinate and FPR as
the abscissa, one point of the ROC curve is obtained, and these
points are connected to obtain the ROC curve.

TPR =
TP

TP + FN
(3)

FPR =
FP

TN + FP
(4)

TABLE III
CONFUSION MATRIX

Actual value Prediction result
Positive Negative

Positive TP FN
Negative FP TN

D. Data Preprocessing

In order to improve the prediction performance of the
model, according to the recommendations of Kamei et al. [1],
we conduct the following preprocessing on the data sets:
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1) Remove highly correlated metrics. Since NF and ND,
REXP and EXP are highly correlated, ND and REXP
are excluded. Since LA and LD are highly correlated,
LA and LD are normalized by dividing by LT. Since LT
and NUC are highly correlated with NF, LT and NUC
are normalized by dividing by NF.

2) Logarithmic transformation. Since most metrics are
highly skewed, each metric(except for fix) performs a
logarithmic transformation.

3) Dealing with class imbalance. The data sets used in
the experiment are class-imbalanced, i.e., the number of
defect-inducing changes is far more than the number of
clean changes. Therefore, we perform random undersam-
pling on the training set. By randomly removing the clean
changes, the number of defect-inducing changes is the
same as the number of clean changes.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section answers the questions raised in Section IV
through experiments.

A. Analysis for RQ1

Motivation. Progressive sampling is an effective means of
determining the optimal training sample size, and is widely
used in the field of software engineering [12]. This paper first
introduces progressive sampling into the JIT-SDP problem to
determine the optimal training sample size for the predic-
tion model. However, in practical applications, progressive
sampling requires that the learning curve of the prediction
model be well behaved [19]. The basic characteristic of a
well behaved learning curve is that the slope of the learning
curve is monotonically non-increasing at the level of coarse
granularity [19]. Therefore, we aim to verify whether progres-
sive sampling is feasible on JIT-SDP issues through empirical
research.

Approach. The experiment uses the six open source projects
introduced in the Section IV as the research object to explore
whether the learning curve of the JIT-SDP model is well
behaved. Because the prediction model is based on a fast
training random forest algorithm, the arithmetic progressive
sampling method is adopted. To plot a learning curve for each
data sets, we divided the data sets into two parts: 50% as the
training pool for the constructing training sets and 50% as the
test sets for the model evaluation. The two parameters of the
arithmetic progressive sampling are as follows:

• n0 = |training pool| ∗ 1%
• a = |training pool| ∗ 1%

Since progressive sampling requires the learning curve to
be well behaved in coarse grain size, the granularity of our
parameter settings is large. The initial number of training
samples is 1% of the total number of training pools, and 1%
of the number of training samples is added per iteration.

Findings. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 3,
which contains six subgraphs, each of which represents a

learning curve for a project, where the horizontal axis rep-
resents the size of training samples and the vertical axis
represents the performance of the prediction model.

As can be seen from Fig. 3, the learning curve for each
system is well behaved, which is generally monotonically
non-decreasing. Although the learning curve fluctuates in
local areas, the general trend is monotonically non-decreasing.
Therefore, we can draw a conclusion that progressive sampling
is feasible in the JIT-SDP problem.

B. Analysis for RQ2

Motivation. The Section V-A has proven that progressive
sampling is feasible in the JIT-SDP problem. However, what
is the optimal training sample size to establish a high perfor-
mance prediction model by adopting progressive sampling is
a question worth studying. If a high-performance prediction
model can be built with very few training samples, then only
a small number of data sets need to be labelled during the
construction of the defect data sets, which can greatly reduce
the cost of data sets acquisition. Therefore, it is necessary to
further investigate the optimal training sample size based on
progressive sampling for JIT-SDP.

Approach. The experiment uses the data sets of the six
projects introduced in Section IV. The prediction model is
built based on the random forest, and the optimal training
sample size is calculated based on the arithmetic progressive
sampling. The experimental data sets are divided into two
parts: 50% as a training pool for generating training sets and
50% as test sets for model evaluation. The parameters of the
arithmetic progressive sampling are as follows: First, the initial
sample size should be set small, so n0 is set to 0.5% of the
size of training pool. Second, since the training time of the
model is short, the number of samples added at each iteration
should not be too large. The experiment sets the growth rate
a to 20. The threshold in the progressive sampling is used to
determine whether the performance of the model is acceptable.
Threshold settings are usually given by experts in a particular
field. Previous studies have shown that the AUC value of the
JIT-SDP model is usually not lower than 0.75 [22]. Therefore,
the threshold of acceptable performance threshold AUC is
set to 0.75, i.e., once the AUC value of the prediction model
is greater than or equal to 0.75, the progressive sampling
terminates the iteration and returns the value of training sample
size.

• n0 = |training pool| ∗ 0.5%
• a = 20
• threshold AUC = 0.75

For better generalizability of experimental results, and to
counter random observation bias, the entire experiment is
repeated 100 times.

Findings. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 4,
which describes box plots of optimal training sample sizes for
six projects. Table IV shows the median of optimal training
sample size for six projects, where the second column repre-
sents the median of optimal training sample sizes calculated
from 100 experimental results, and the third column represents
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Fig. 3. The learning curves for six projects

the ratio of the optimal training sample size to the total number
of data sets.

As can be seen from the Table IV, the optimal training
sample size between each system has a large difference. In
particular, for system MOZ, PLA, and POS, the proportion
of the optimal training sample size to the total data sets is
very low (less than 3%), i.e., a JIT-SDP model with high
performance can be obtained by using less than 3% data sets
as training sets.

Therefore, the use of progressive sampling is important for
specific projects. Empirical studies have shown that using only
a small number of samples can build a high performance
prediction model. We recommend using progressive sampling
to determine the number of training samples to reduce the cost
of building defect data sets while preserving the performance
of the model.

TABLE IV
THE MEDIAN OF OPTIMAL TRAINING SAMPLE SIZE FOR SIX PROJECTS

Project Optimal training sample size# Rate%

BUG 361 7.81
COL 931 20.89
JDT 6778 19.15
MOZ 565 0.57
PLA 1890 2.94
POS 271 1.32

bugzilla columba jdt mozilla platform postgres
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Fig. 4. Optimal training sample size

VI. THREATS TO VALIDITY

External validity. Threats to external validity are mainly
from the data sets used in the experiment. Although data sets
are widely used in JIT-SDP research [1] [22] [7], whether
the experimental conclusions can be extended to other project
data sets remains to be further verified. Therefore, more data
sets have yet to be mined to verify the generalization of
experimental results.

Construct validity. The threats to construct validity are
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mainly considered whether the evaluation indicator used in our
experiment can accurately reflect the prediction performance
of the prediction model. The experiment uses AUC to evaluate
the JIT-SDP model, which is also widely adopted by previous
research [22].

Internal validity. The threats to internal validity are mainly
from experimental code. Our experimental code is written in
python. In order to reduce errors in the code, we used mature
libraries and carefully checked the code of the experiment.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we first introduce progressive sampling for the
JIT-SDP. Progressive sampling is a commonly used sampling
strategy that progressively increases the number of training
samples to determine the optimal number of training sam-
ples.The experiment is conducted on six open source projects
with 227417 changes. Our prediction model is built based on
the random forest algorithm and evaluated by AUC.

Large-scale empirical studies demonstrate that progressive
sampling is feasible in the JIT-SDP scenario. Moreover, ex-
perimental results show that the optimal training sample size
derived by progressive sampling is very small. Especially, the
proportion of training samples to the total number of data
sets is less than 3% on the projects MOZ, PLA, and POS.
Therefore, we suggest that progressive sampling can be used in
the practical application of JIT-SDP to determine the optimal
number of samples, thereby reducing the number of training
samples and reducing the cost of acquiring data sets.

In the future, we plan to design a more intelligent pro-
gressive sampling method. We aim to further reduce the
training sample size by selecting samples more intelligently so
that progressive sampling can reach the termination condition
earlier. Secondly, in order to further verify the generalization
of the experimental conclusions, we hope to collect more data
sets to improve the reliability of the experimental conclusions.
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